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a b s t r a c t

The Bootstrap method, which is used widely in statistics, is a very powerful method that can be applied to
the analysis of particle size distribution. For a number based measurement, this method can estimate the
statistic uncertainty or confidence interval for any statistical quantities of interest from the distribution,
with very simple protocol and without any parametric assumptions. This paper gives a demonstration to
introduce the method to the community of particle size analysis.
� 2018 The Society of Powder Technology Japan. Published by Elsevier B.V. and The Society of Powder

Technology Japan. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In particle size analysis (PSD analysis), a common question is
how many particles should be counted for a precise analysis. A
straightforward answer is that it depends on the required preci-
sion. Also nowadays the question can be rephrased to a require-
ment to evaluate the uncertainty (Type A evaluation of
measurement uncertainty) due to finite sample size, or limited
number of particles, resulting in a statistical fluctuation.

A sophisticated mathematic theory to answer the question was
given by Masuda and Gotoh [1], but it was limited to the case to
evaluate confidence interval of median size for lognormal
distribution.

Bootstrap method is a statistic method to evaluate or to esti-
mate such uncertainty or confidence interval of statistical quanti-
ties, which was introduced by Efron [2] at first and now is
widely accepted and used [3]. This method is simple, powerful
and absolutely suitable to use in the evaluation of the particle size
distribution analysis with the following features:

(1) Nonparametric: there is no necessity to assume any mathe-
matical expression or model to represent a particle size
distribution.

(2) Flexibility: not only the mean value or median of a distribu-
tion, but also any kind of statistical quantities of interest,
e.g., any percentile or standard deviation can be evaluated
for confidence interval.

(3) Simplicity: because the method is based on resampling, the
algorithm is very simple, and no complicated mathematical
calculation is required. The analysis is performed only with a
single measurement set.

Despite these useful features, the bootstrap method is not yet
widely used in the community of PSD analysis, where few pub-
lished applications have been found [4]. Therefore, this paper aims
to demonstrate the use of the bootstrap method in PSD analysis in
order to advocate its use.

2. Algorithm of the bootstrap method

The bootstrap method is based on resampling protocol, with
replacement. Fig. 1 shows an illustration of its basic scheme. As
the algorithm shows, in the bootstrap method the statistical varia-
tion due to limited sampling from population is estimated by an
approximation with resampling from an originally measured sam-
ple, instead of whole population. Although a couple of enhance-
ments or variations have been developed, a simple version of the
algorithm of the bootstrap method is as follows:

(1) Given a set of size measurement of N particles,
x ¼ fx1; x2; x3; . . . ; xNg
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(2) Resample, with replacement, randomly from the originally
measured sample x to produce bootstrap sample,
xB ¼ fx�1; x�2; x�3; . . . ; x�Ng, of sample size N, which is the same
number as the originally measured sample. Note that a same
datum is allowed to be drawn multiple times.

(3) Calculate any statistical quantities of interest (mean value,
median of a distribution, any percentile, standard deviation
and so on), h�, from the bootstrap sample xB.

(4) Repeat (2)–(3) for B times to produce a set of
h� ¼ fh�1; h�2; h�3; . . . :; h�Bg.

(5) The arithmetic average �h� ¼
PB

b¼1
h�b

B gives the most likely esti-
mation for h of the population.

(6) The sample standard deviation of h�, as Sd ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPB

b¼1
ðhb��hÞ2

B�1

r
, is

the uncertainty of the measurement.

(7) To determine confidence interval, ða; bÞ, ’percentile method’
is adopted in this paper as one of the simplest methods,
among a couple of methods proposed [3]. With the method,
the upper and lower bounds of the confidential interval for
100ð1� aÞ% confidence level are given as,

a ¼ h�a=2
b ¼ h�1�a=2

(
ð1Þ

where h�a=2 and h�1�a=2 are 100ða=2Þ% and 100ð1� a=2Þ% percentile
value of h�, respectively. For 95% confidence level, a = 0.05, for
instance. Also from these the lower and upper widths of the confi-
dence interval are given as,

d ¼ �h� � h�a=2

dþ ¼ h�1�a=2 � �h�

(
ð2Þ

Nomenclature

a upper bound of confidence interval
b lower bound of confidence interval
B number of bootstrap iterations
FðxÞ lognormal distribution of cumulative form
FnðxÞ normal distribution of cumulative form
N sample size (number of particles)
sd sample standard deviation
x particle size
x a measured sample as a set of particle size,

x ¼ fx1; x2; x3; . . . :; xNg
x50 median size
xB50 median size by bootstrap estimation
xP50 median size of population
x90 90th percentile size
xP90 90th percentile size of population
xB bootstrap sample generated by resampling from the

measured sample, x, with replacement

xg geometric average of population
a parameter giving 100ð1� aÞ% confidence level;

a ¼ 0:025 for 95% confidence level.
d half width of confidence interval (of 95% in this paper),

d ¼ ðdþ þ d�Þ=2
dþ upper width of confidence interval,
d� lower width of confidence interval,
h statistical quantities of interest
h� a set of h�, generated by repeated bootstrap sampling
�h� arithmetic average of h�

h�a=2 100ða=2Þ% percentile value of h�

l l ¼ logxg
r r ¼ logrg

rg geometric standard deviation

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the procedure of bootstrap method.
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